
SAMPLE TOUR: OTTAWA AND MONTREAL TOUR

Itinerary downloaded on: May 10, 20245 days

All Educational World Tours are custom made for every group. This means this sample itinerary serves as
inspiration and is not a set itinerary. Activities specific to your group can be added as well as days,
destinations and sightseeing.

Day 1: Arrival Day

- Fly or drive to Ottawa, Canada&rsquo;s capital city. This dynamic city showcases Canada&rsquo;s proud heritage and is well-known

for its vibrant cultural scene.

- Entrance to Canadian War Museum. Learn about Canada&rsquo;s rich military history through extensive exhibitions and interactive

presentations.

- Welcome dinner.

Day 2: Ottawa

- Breakfast.

- Guided tour of the Senate to learn about the unique role and history of Canada&rsquo;s Upper Chamber.

- Guided tour of the House of Commons. Discover its history, functions, art and the architecture of the newly restored building.

- Guided tour of Rideau Hall, the official residence and workplace of the Governor General.

- Group dinner.

Day 3: Ottawa â€“ Montreal

- Breakfast.

- Workshop at Indigenous Experiences. Available topics:

	- Traditional Dance and Tour; Creation; Feel the Heartbeat; Aboriginal Voyageur.

- Drive to Montreal. The 375 years old city is the second largest primarily French-speaking city in the world and a hub for Canadian

culture and history.

- Entrance to Montreal Tower, the world tallest inclined tower. Enjoy a spectacular view of Montreal and the St Lawrence River.

- Haunted Walk Tour. Follow a storyteller and discover some of the most eerie legends and stories of Old Montreal.

- Group dinner.
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Day 4: Montreal

- Breakfast.

- Entrance to the Biodome to discover plants from the five ecosystems present in the Americas.

- Visit of Pointe-a-Calliere. This museum of archaeology and history was built on the birthplace of Montreal and offers an original

underground circuit through excavations.

- Entrance to the Planetarium Rio Tinto Alcan for a unique experience of the universe thanks to cutting-edge technology.

- Group dinner and musical show.

Day 5: Departure from Montreal

- Breakfast.

- Mount Royal lookout and free time to explore the park.

- Drive or fly to home city.
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